
Get Doctors near

by you
AI Doctor
Search by your location

Free Hospital 

Booking

Visit your hospitals & clinics

AI Doctor Voice & Chat Consult

Free Hospital Booking

Benefit for: Ask , Chat &  Both way Audio voice communication for any health concern

AI Doctor screenings are customized to your 
specific needs, health history, and even lifestyle 
habits. That’s what brings an AI vs doctor diagnosis 
closer to each other. Everything you learn will be 
for your own use.

Transformative potential of AI Doctor in 
health care : we are at the cutting edge 
of AI technology and clinical regulation. 
Our commitment to innovation is 
reflected in our core values, particularly 
our emphasis on 'staying curious'. 

An AI doctor is an AI-powered medical assistant 
available virtually. In the real world, it serves as a 
chatbot to answer all your health-related questions and 
give possible recommendations on your condition, all 
based on your personal health specifications.

An AI Doctor’s diagnosis is not yet completely accurate, 
so AI algorithms still require human oversight. 
Nevertheless, AI has already changed medicine in 
astronomical ways, and it’ll continue to do so in the 
upcoming future.

 - Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

Book any Lab Test

Get in Emergency

Doctor at Home

Live Video Consult

Book Any Doctors & 
Hospitals Video call 
Home Visit anywhere, 

  anytime.

Today, users are encountering 
challenges in accessing 

 
services at home or via video 
calls, with a need for swift 
assistance with AI.

hospital, 
clinic, and private doctor

We're consolidating all essential 
health services onto  

, enabling patients to 
easily access care from 

across 
over 25 specialties, at any time 
they need with AI Doctor.

 revolutionary
one platform

hospitals, 
clinics, and private doctors 

Only Clinics Doctors & Patients Together

Consult with Top Doctors Online, 24x7

Our Mission

Dohocare is digital platform which showcase  world first 
revolutionary features in healthcare Teach industry. The 
world is now experiencing a ground-breaking concept 
where healthcare professionals visit your residence for 
check-ups at your convenience by using dohocare 
Bringing Private and Hospital doctors as customer 
demand either Virtual calls or Home visit. We also offers 
emergency healthcare services by booking credit for 24 
hours home visit and live calls. We are also aiming to 
enable AI Doctor which helps customer better solutions 
in future. We aim to achieved more then 1 billion users 
by serve through our app.

Get in Emergency

Get doctors in 2 minutes

Book any Lab Test

Free Sample Pickup

Start consult now

SpecialitiesVerified HospitalsVerified DoctorsHappy Users
50 M + 25 +

Countries
50 +0.5 M +3 M +

Live Video 

Consultant

Join in 30 second

Doctor at Home

Get anywhere, anytime

Consult top doctors & hospitals with 25+ 
specialities for  any health concern

Book Now

About Dohocare

AI Doctor

Audio and Chat 

Consult

Consult top doctors hospitals with 25+ 
specialities for  any health concern

What we have problem in Market?

Chat and Ask to your AI Doctor now

Web Engineer I Ex-Bankers I Brand Builders I Entrepreneurs for a decade

Credit 24 Hours Emergency services Home Visit and Video calls Emergency

Hospital and Private doctors together Free Appointment Booking
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Director

2017
Started

Both Together 
started tech journey 
to innovate new

PiQ Suite aggregates 
information from over 
100 sources, from news 
and data to social 
media feeds and apps.

No more introducing the option for users to book 
either video consultations or home visits with 
their preferred private doctors or from hospitals/
clinics of their choice. This empowers users to 
select the service and location that best suits 
their needs and schedule.

Doctors, Hospitals, Clinics, Pharmacy  & Patients 

Together

But We bring-

Let’s start together

Say Hello! Doctor

www.dohocare.com

Say Hello! Doctor

www.dohocare.com

J2D2 Limited
105 Philbeach Gardens,

London England, SW5 9ET

Anand Bhandari
(CEO & Co-Founder)

anand@j2d2.co.uk
info@j2d2.co.uk

United Kingdom, London

+44-7553336856

James Murray
(Director & Co-Founder)

james@j2d2.co.uk
info@j2d2.co.uk

United Kingdom, London

+44-7775952168

At 20Trusted, we 
believe that the best 
way to network is by 
connecting with the 
people you trust and 
discovering mutual 
connections.

edge of blockchain 
technology and 
make a product that 
will change the world 
of cryptocurrency 
and freedom.

Consult top doctors 
hospitals with 25+ 
specialities for  any 
health concern

Piq 20Trusted App Endless domain

2020 20232022 2024

The Problem

My AI  Doctor

We work with the technologies 

they used.

What we are solving?The Solution

A global Hybrid SaaS model

How Dohocare 

comes to life, 

in Hospitals 
Clinics Doctors 
& at home and 
Mobiles space.

1M+ Verified doctors, hospitals 

and clinics

AI Doctor Voice and Chat consult

Easy to book in 3 simple step

140+ specialized health expert

Easy and secure payment method

Book any emergency doctors

24/7 health supports

The Developing Market Opportunity

Initial traction & Way Forward

The Ask

A Next-Gen Healthcare Experience Platform for 
the Developing World

Potential Exit Options for Investors

Get In Touch

Our images resonate deeply.

Credit 24 Hours Emergency services Home Visit and Video calls Emergency

Hospital and Private doctors together Free Appointment Booking

For the first time, we are introducing the option 
for users to book either video consultations or 
home visits with their preferred private doctors 
or from hospitals/clinics of their choice. This 
empowers users to select the service and 
location that best suits their needs and 
schedule.

During emergencies, we provide users with 
access to either a private or hospital doctor 
through video calls via our app, or arrange for a 
personal home visit if necessary. This ensures 
that users receive timely medical assistance 
during critical situations.

While most other platforms charge for hospital 
bookings in addition to doctor appointments, we 
differentiate ourselves by offering free hospital 
bookings. Users incur no additional charges 
when booking hospital services through our 
platform, ensuring a seamless and cost-
effective experience for them.

We offer verified users the opportunity to utilize 
our 20-hour credit emergency services at any 
time they require urgent medical consultations. 
With this service, they can access vital health 
support immediately and settle payment at a 
later time.

No offer verified users the opportunity to utilize 
our 20-hour credit emergency services at any 
time they require urgent medical consultations. 
With this service, they can access vital health 
support immediately and settle payment at a 
later time.

During emergencies, No one provide users with 
access to either a private or hospital doctor 
through video calls via  app, or arrange for a 
personal home visit if necessary. This ensures 
that users receive timely medical assistance 
during critical situations to save life.

Most 90% other platforms charge for hospital 
bookings in addition to doctor appointments, No 
one differentiate themselves by offering free 
hospital bookings. Users incur  additional 
charges when booking hospital services through  
platform.

Doctor at home

24/ 7 anywhere

Live Doctor calls

24/ 7 anywhere

Hospital Booking

Book Free

Ambulance 24/7 Lab Test Free 
Sample Pickup

Read Free Health 
Blog

Dohocare Help 
Desk 24/7 & AI

Dr. John Stiffien
London, Street 21 UK

Internal Medicine

Total 923 Patients

Home Visit

40£
Consult Now70% 

Dr. Pryank Pathak
London, Liverpool UK

Internal Medicine

Total 260 Patients

Emergency

46£
Consult Now60% 

Fasting Blood Sugar
Known as Glucose Fasting Blood

KMC Hospital Limited

Total 260 Patients

Diagnostic Test

30£
Book Now70% 

Dr. Anu Advert
London, Liverpool UK

Internal Medicine

Total 2060 Patients

Live Consult

KMC Hospital Limited

15£
Consult Now90% 

Dr. Jyoti Shah
London, Street 21 UK

Internal Medicine

Total 93 Patients

Live Consult

20£
Consult Now80% 

Say Hello ! 
Doctor Together

Say Hello ! 
Doctor Together

Say Hello ! 
Doctor Together

Say Hello ! 
Doctor Together

The Changing Landscape Vision Market Size

Near-universal access to 
digital healthcare services, 
including in remote and 
underserved areas.


Seamless coordination 
among patients, 
healthcare providers, 
insurers, and researchers.

By 2040, Personalized 
medicine becomes the 
norm, with treatment plans 
tailored to individuals 
based on genetic, lifestyle, 
and environmental factors.

Our vision to serve over 1 
billion+ customers with 
superior service surpassing 
that of competitors is 
ambitious and 
commendable.

The global digital health 
market size was estimated 
at USD 240.9 billion in 2023 
and is projected to grow at 
a compound annual 
growth (CAGR) of 21.9% 
from 2024 to 2030

India’s healthtech 
companies could generate 
$37 billion revenue by 
2030: report

The United Kingdom Digital 
Health Market size is 
estimated at USD 13 billion 
in 2024, and is expected to 
reach USD 31 billion by 
2029,

We aim to make this 
platform worldwide for 
digital healthcare services 
to reach every conner of 
this world to serve them 
easier.

Key Focus Markets for expansion:

India, UK and Brazil with other Challenger markets to be piloted — Mexico, 
Philippines & Egypt

Seed Funding: Round 1

Ask:              0.5 M £

Stake For:    12.5% 

Post money valuation: 4 M £

Seed Funding: Round 1

Ask:              1 M £

Stake For:    25% 

Post money valuation: 4 M £

Let’s speak now!

Option 2: IPO with a Hybrid Business 

Model success story

Option 1:  Acquisition for Market Entry

Phase 1: 

Release V1: 2024-Dec

Projected
 Projected
 Projected


Projected


Phase 2: 

Evangelising

Phase 3: 

Business Expansion

Phase 4: 

Tap the Global Market:

Revenue: Fresh Release

Year: 2024

Doctors: 500

Hospitals & Clinics: 200

Users: 200k


Revenue: 50M (FY 26)

Year: 2026

Doctors: 50k

Hospitals & Clinics: 10k

Users: 1M 


Revenue: 300M (FY 29)

Year: 2029

Doctors: 2M

Hospitals & Clinics: 1M

Users: 10M 


Revenue: 1B (FY 30)

Year: 2030

Doctors: 20M

Hospitals & Clinics: 6M

Users: 20M 


: , UK and  with other Challenger 
markets to be piloted — , France & Egypt

Expansion India Brazil

Mexico

We are seeking seed funding for our healthcare-ready project, which is critical for several key aspects of 
our initiative. This funding will address initial development costs, validate market demand, ensure 
regulatory compliance, facilitate teambuilding, protect intellectual property, and establish early market 
traction. 

Our project is nearing readiness for Indian & Mexican  market entry, with both a website and mobile 
app offering services to users.

Despite our progress, we require additional funding to launch successfully in 2024. Despite our progress, 
we require additional funding to launch successfully in 2024. We are seeking investors interested in 
acquiring a stake of 12.5-25% in our first seed level funding venture.
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Proudly made in London

A hybrid business model in Healthcare has 
been proven in India  to be one of the best 
avenues for success, with multiple success 
stories

Scale in developing markets would make 
Dohocare an attractive acquisition target 
for larger Health Tech houses, looking to 
expand beyond the first-world markets

While Globally, platforms exist that offer a comprehensive LXP, none have been built keeping 'More 
reliable to patients' at the core and neither is the 

Developing World Health services to their core target audience

Indian Health

Free Hospital  Booking

Online Booking

AI Doctor Consult

Video Consult with doctors

Doctor at Home Visit

Labtest free sample pickup

Chat with doctors

Video Consult with Hospital 
doctors

Emergency Booking

Emergency 24hr Credit

Free Video calls weekly

Global Platform Dohocare

Others Platform

https://j2d2.co.uk

Any health problem?

Any Health problem?

Any Health problem?


